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1. Introduction
The Chilean electricity sector presents distinctive features that shaped not only its
development but also the institutional reform implemented since the mid 1980s. The reform, which
was considered pioneering in its days, has attracted much attention from economists and sector
specialists (see Morandé et al. (1996) and the special issue on privatization of Revista de Análisis
Económico, 1995). Its advantages and limitations have been analyzed with regards to its efficiency
(Bernstein, 1995), the privatization process (Bitrán and Saavedra, 1993), the role of scale economies
(Del Sol and Pérez, 1995), and problems with regulation (Soto and Saavedra, 1998).
This paper explores the role that institutional factors had in the reform along the methodology
proposed in Soto (1998). The analytical framework points at three objectives: first, to determine what
was the performance of the sector in the pre-reform period, including the nature of institutions, their
mandates, and an assessment of their performances. Second, to establish what were the necessary
changes required to ensure sector efficiency under the expected post-reform setup. Third, to
determine to what extent was the reform implemented along the lines of the original proposal,
identifying political and social supporters and adversaries, beyond and within government control,
that may have interfered with the design or application of the reform.
Institutional factors, generally labeled the rules of the game, are usually considered
exogenous or given by authors discussing the evolution of the electricity sector (Morandé et al.,
1996). However, they are seldom given in reform processes. In fact, the latter are often based on
reshaping the institutional setup to improve on efficiency or distributional aspects of economic
activity. These institutional elements are largely determined or guided by the general conception of
a reform; market-oriented reforms, for example, would call for institutional arrangements in which
private sector participation could develop and would certainly affect property rights, pricing
mechanisms, information structures, etc. Nevertheless, they are also importantly determined by the
structure of the particular market of interest. The presence of scale economies, information
asymmetries, externalities, and transaction costs conditions the adoption of certain market structures
which, in turn, would require specific institutional arrangements and regulation.Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 2
A key feature of the electricity sector is the existence of scale economies in segments of
production, transmission, and distribution. Decreasing average costs are achieved through massive
investments that are mostly irreversible (e.g., generating plants, transmission lines, and distribution
networks). A second characteristic is that electricity is largely a homogeneous good that cannot be
stored, so that the market must rely on equating supply and demand in every instant. This, in turn,
implies both that an important effort of coordination is required and that, as a system, the electricity
sector would usually present excess capacity. A third feature is that demand and supply exhibit
marked variability due to weather conditions and seasonality in consumption. Consequently, there
are important advantages derived from building interconnected systems and setting long-term
contracts.
These features suggest that the electricity sector should be structured around rather large
firms, a result stemming from the economic use of scale economies and risk aversion, behaving
possibly as natural monopolies. Traditionally, at least in developing countries, the public sector has
maintained strong control of the sector on the grounds of economic, strategic, or political reasons.
Also traditionally, management of these companies has been largely unsatisfactory (Shirley and
Nellis, 1991). The Chilean case was not an exception.
Nevertheless, this vertically integrated, state-owned electricity corporations model started to
fade the Latin American scene during the mid 1990s when a massive wave of reforms unfolded. The
success of the Chilean reform and privatization program had an important influence on other
countries showing that it is possible to allow active participation of the private sector -even under
natural monopoly conditions- when the regulatory and institutional setup is able to induce a rapid
pace to investment and coverage expansions. Surprisingly, while most of the economic and technical
aspects have been studied, the reform of the institutional framework remains largely unexplored.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the analytical aspects of
institutional economics, providing a framework for the discussion of the reform process. I do not
attempt to develop an analytical model, as this has proven largely unsuccessful (Hodgson, 1998). On
the contrary, I use some concepts derived from the institutional economics literature to support and
complement microeconomic analysis based on modern industrial organization theories.Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 3
Section 3 is devoted to a brief but important presentation of the some structural
characteristics of the sector that have played an important role in the success of the reform. In
particular, geographical and technological elements such as market concentration and scale
economies. These structural characteristics are largely independent of the particular economic and
institutional setup in which the sector operates, but condition its development. 
Section 4 presents a brief description of the pre-reform situation, including the main
developments of the electricity sector, along the economic and institutional guidelines discussed
above. This description allows us to identify the main areas that needed reforms and understand the
type of reform required.
Section 5 focuses on the Reform Process from three points of view. First, the design of the
reform process, in particular with regards to the timing of the different institutional changes adopted.
Second, the consistency of policies suggested and how they required and complemented the change
in the institutional setup. Third, the implementation of the reform, and the extent to which the
application of different policies has affected their original design and objectives.
Section 6 presents a detailed analysis of the post reform situation, with emphasis on current
institutional and economic problems of the sector. The analysis allows us to discuss the extent to
which the strengths and weaknesses of the reform process had affected the performance of the sector
and its future evolution. In particular, the analysis of conflicts between firms and with the regulator
suggests areas in which institutional elements have been unable to produce the outcome intended by
the original reform. Likewise, there are areas where the reform proved insufficient or that were not
considered as important, but that require careful understanding to avoid similar mistakes when
reforming other sectors or industries.Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 4
1See, for example, Ostrom et al. (1988), Rodrik (1994), and Hodgson (1998).
2See Hodgson (1998).
2. Institutional Aspects of Economic Reforms
During the last years there has been a renewed interest in studying the institutional aspects
of economic organizations
1. Historically, institutional economics benefit from the pioneering work
of Veblen (1899), Weber (1922), Commons (1934), Myrdal (1974) and others, which attempted to
formulate a theoretically cohesive body of ideas with which to analyze institutional arrangements
and their evolution. As noted by several authors, their effort had little impact on the central core of
economics, largely because of the complexity of the subject, but also because of their inability to
model theories in the sophisticated mathematical way which characterizes modern economic theory.
2
Nevertheless, recent work by Williamson (1975, 1985), Nelson and Winter (1982), Simon
(1957,1986) and others stress the crucial role that institutional aspects play in organizing efficiently
and effectively economic activities. In particular, models of industrial organization and game
theories made important advances in formalizing the role of elements which are largely determined
by or have impact on institutions, such as information asymmetries, transaction costs, scale
economies, and externalities.
Institutions, however, are difficult to define and the analysis of their role tends to be quite
ad-hoc (Immergut, 1996). They are alternatively described as an agreed-upon set of norms (Schotter,
1981); the rules of the game governing economic activities (North, 1990); organizations with own
objective functions and decision rules (Venberg, 1994), and equilibrium conditions for consistent
strategic interactions (Grieff, 1996). 
In this paper I do not develop a formal model of institutions based on optimizing, rational
agents. Efforts in that direction have been unsuccessful (Hodgson, 1998). Following Soto (1998),
this paper assumes that it is possible to make broad assumptions about behavior and specify
deductive, general models which can be used to infer the consequences of changes in conditioning
variables. The analytical framework considers institutions to be the formal and informal, dynamic
set of rules which govern or at least influence the behavior of participants of the society as they
interact in economic activities. Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 5
3See Bowles (1988) for a survey on framing and construal effects and Olson (1965) on the logic of collective action..
However, the analysis of the internal logic of rules is not limited to those derived exclusively
from economic rationality because there is evidence that in a number of cases individual responses
to institutional changes differ markedly from collective behavior and the representative agent
paradigm becomes a very narrow perspective.
3  Framing and other situation construal effects may
have an important impact on the perception and decision making process of agents. Likewise,
intrinsic and extrinsic motivations affect agents’ behavior, the likelihood of success of reforms or
its final outcome.
The proposition, then, is to complement the standard cost-benefit analysis of institutional
arrangements to include the role of habits and feedback-learning mechanisms in a world
characterized by limited information and general uncertainty.
Habits have been widely used as an alternative to standard microeconomic behavior rules
based on rational economic agents. Schumpeter (1952), Simon (1979), Nelson and Winter (1982),
and Arrow (1987), among others, criticize the ability of rational economic agents to deal with
innovative situations in incomplete-information setups and praise the more efficient responses based
on habits. Other authors, however, consider habits merely the result of rational choices of
maximizing agents (Becker, 1983). 
Independently of which theory is valid, this paper investigates the extent to which reforms
affect operational habits of economic agents and institutions in the electricity sector. This perspective
is particularly important when institutions and regulation are incompletely designed. In such case,
reforms depend largely on their capacity to induce changes in habits, so that the desired outcome of
a new institutional setup is not inhibited or boycotted by agents belonging to existing institutions or
by other institutions trying to defend their positions.
The other element that ought to be included in the analysis of institutional reforms is the
feedback mechanism through which habits reinforce, and are reinforced by, institutions. This is the
essence of several models of the “evolutionary economics” school (Nelson and Winter, 1982). This
mechanism is at the heart of episodes in which properly designed reforms do not get implemented
or do not succeed in bringing change to the performance in a particular sector. Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 6
In the study of the institutional aspects of the reform I selected a subset of elements that
characterize the industrial organization and microeconomic response of agents and focused on their
economic and institutional impact in four areas that are crucial for reform success. These four areas
are Property Rights, Market Structure, Conflict Resolution Mechanisms, and Policy Implementation
Capabilities.
In principle, any reform should be based on an appropriate diagnosis of the pre-reform
situation in each of these areas, upon which an ideal post-reform situation should be envisioned
where these areas were structured in a consistent manner. In addition, the reform should include a
plan to move from the pre-reform to the post-reform situation in a cost-minimizing way, that is
reducing conflict, political opposition, compensation, and lobby.
In the case of the electricity sector, the presence of scale economies in transmission and scope
economies in distribution would create a particular set of property rights, as private property would
coexist with concessions -that is, transitory property allocations-, public property, and rights to use
private or public property of third parties (easements). An appropriate post-reform market design,
on the other hand, is a crucial element for a successful reform and, in special, for the implementation
process. It includes not only the sector’s regulation, but also the structure of roles and incentives
envisioned by reform managers to become the guiding force of the sector in the long-run. Likewise,
conflict resolution mechanisms are tantamount to achieve a successful implementation and post-
reform scenario. These mechanisms are both formal and informal, being the former those recognized
and accepted from a legal point of view (special commissions, antitrust courts of law, etc.), and the
latter those mechanisms which enforce competitive behavior derived from market design (exposure
to foreign competitors, general regulations, etc.). Finally, the capacity to implement reforms depends
crucially on market design and conflict resolution mechanisms, but also in the capacity of regulators
to present a consistent set of proposals and overcome political adversaries, lobbying, and reform
detractors.
Several technological and structural elements play an important role in characterizing the pre-
reform situation, structuring the ideal post-reform setup, and affecting the implementation of the
reforms. The industrial organization literature provides an extensive repertoire on the positive and
negative effects of scale economies, transaction costs, information asymmetries, and externalitiesInstitutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 7
4For a summary and clear exposition of these issues, see Mas-Collel et al. (1995).
on the behavior of agents and sectors. These studies provide models and empirical evidence to
understand the way in which these elements could foster, condition, or inhibit a reform process.
4 
Table 1 presents a number of issues which would help guiding the analysis of the reforms.
These issues have been classified according to the area of interest (property rights, market structure,
conflict resolution mechanisms, and policy implementation capabilities) and the main element that
could conform it (scale economies, transaction costs, information asymmetries, and externalities).
Certainly, this is a matrix to be used as a general guide, as several elements could be present in
conforming a particular issue in one area (for example, incentives to vertical integration could arise
from scale economies and information asymmetries). Likewise, an element could have impact on
several areas (e.g., transaction costs affect property rights and market structures).
Table 1
Areas of Interest in the Institutional Arrangements
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When analyzing the structure of property rights and the changes included in the reforms, it
is easy to see that scale economies should play a major role in several areas. First, due to existence
rents derived from scale economies, the assignment of property rights will generate importantInstitutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 8
resource transfers. Second, scale economies might determine the structure of property rights. For
example, since scale economies make transmission lines a quasi-natural monopoly, it is efficient to
have a single line for a geographical segment but in order to guarantee competition, open-access
must be imposed. Consequently, easements change the nature and scope of property rights. Third,
scale economies would naturally determine market structures and the efficiency of the sector. Fourth,
since electricity cannot be stored, careful coordination of supply and demand is crucial, most of all
because there are seasonal effects and weather uncertainty. Hence, a conflict resolution mechanism
is required to deal with the large and powerful firms which are characteristic of this type of market.
Finally, the presence of economic rents implies that, when implementing reforms, resources would
be devoted allocated to influence or inhibit policies that reduce the firms’ market power.
Transaction costs also play an important role in determining the outcome of reforms and the
efficiency of the sector. There are most ways in which transaction costs are present, but one
distinctive case is that of property rights over inputs to produce electricity (typically, water and gas).
Once property or concession rights are allocated, efficiency in production would require such rights
to be easily transferred from less-efficient producers to those that are profitable. Reforms should
address this issue if market determined allocations are to be efficient. Likewise, transaction-costs
hamper collective efforts to expand the transmission network, as the latter present distinctive public
good characteristics and are subject to free-riding problems. Consequently, under investment is likely
to occur. Transaction costs also provide incentives to vertical integration; although this form of
integration is sometimes Pareto improving, it can also be used to block the access of competitors.
Information asymmetries, on the other hand, tend to be very important when allocating
property rights, in particular, when privatizing through market mechanisms such as auctions or open
market sales. As discussed below, non competitive behavior in the generation segment seems to be
caused by asymmetric information with regards to water rights. Likewise, the existence of
information of different quality heavily affects market design, in particular with regards to tariff-
setting mechanisms and monitoring of activities. Adequate regulation and conflict-resolution
mechanisms rely mostly on accurate and timely information regarding agents’ strategies and actions.
The institutional framework should address the fact that information is to a large degree known only
to firm managers and has a strategic value to gain market power or political influence.Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 9
Finally, being this a sector with natural monopoly characteristics, it is important to consider
the external effects it induces, in particular with regards to other markets that can be monopolized,
such as gas or water and sanitation, or real state development projects. Allocating property rights to
an agent to benefit from a natural monopoly has the problem that monopoly rents can be used to
block potential rivals or monopolize related markets. Likewise, one should consider that firm
behavior and sector efficiency is determined by the inefficiency of the public sector management
and, in particular, the judiciary system.
In addition to these specific characteristics of the industry, three reform components should
be considered crucial for the institutional analysis: market design, conflict resolution mechanisms,
and policy implementation capabilities.
Regarding market-design, there are two basic approaches: (1) the government owns
electricity firms and faces well-known principal-agent problems, or (2) it allows private sector
participation and deals with potential monopoly practices. A nationalized sector has, in principle,
the advantage of easier coordination and the ability to impose business practices that obtain the
social optimum. In particular, when information asymmetries between the government and the
private firm are large enough and the country lacks institutions able to enforce contracts (Shapiro
and Willig, 1990; Schmidt, 1996). However, management of public enterprises proves difficult for
several reasons. First, firms tend to operate with the security that the government will not allow them
to go bankrupt and tend to present less careful management (soft budget constraint). In addition, they
tend to overinvest, both for lack of proper project appraisals and because they can exert political
power. Finally, coordination fails if size is too large or there are large firms with conflicting interests
(Galal et al., 1994). 
Private sector participation, on the other hand, can be undertaken in three manners in sectors
with natural monopoly characteristics: privatization without regulation (when conditions for
contestable markets exist); regulated privatization; and concession or franchising (allowing one
private firm to operate as a regulated monopoly for a limited amount of time). In the electricity sector
investment projects have a long maturity period and, in general, no alternative use. Hence, markets
are not contestable. Complete contracts are not feasible either because of the presence of substantial
non-verifiable investment, making franchises inefficient. The authorities chose to privatize andInstitutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 10
5From a legal point of view, the Chilean authorities franchise distribution and transmission networks and could revoke
this mandate if service quality falls below a certain minimum level. In practice, firms operate as if they owned the
monopoly indefinitely and are likewise regulated.
regulate the different segments of the sector, despite well-known problems of regulation (e.g., firms
use information advantages over the regulator to obtain rents).
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As discussed, monitoring is crucial to achieve efficiency in a privatized monopoly. In turn,
this makes information systems important tools to properly regulate the sector. Being a complex web
of generators, transmitters, and distributors, the sector is prone to present a large number of areas in
which information is asymmetric (between firms and between these and the regulator), making
informational advantages important for business strategy. Several areas and functions -described in
detail below- require active monitoring by an independent regulatory entity that cares for general
welfare. Nevertheless, some of these problems can be monitored and controlled by the private sector
itself, provided an adequate institutional setup. This is often the case in the electricity sector and one
of the characteristics of the Chilean reform is the particular way in which the new institutional setup
deals with these areas. Whenever the private sector cannot coordinate actions properly or efficiently,
there is space for centralized coordination. The selection of which areas would be coordinated by
which type of agent largely affects the effectiveness of sectoral reforms.
Finally, when analyzing conflict in a sector where the government bears the responsibility
of regulating private sector activities, implicit or explicit contracts are crucial, and consequently,
post-contractual renegotiations and disputes become an important issue that should be addressed.
Renegotiations comprise disputes between regulators and firms, among firms, and between
consumers (represented for example by the antitrust commission) and firms currently working in the
industry or potentially interested in participating in the sector.
Conflict resolution mechanisms are an integral part of the institutional changes that should
be addressed in any reform. To some extent, the judiciary system provides the general framework
for solving disputes but it tends to be slow and costly. When the judiciary system is unable to
provide quick and fair treatment to disputes, it is in the advantage of both parties to use the services
of an independent referee, which the parties have previously agreed upon. The main drawback of
referees is that they lack the power to enforce actions or sanctions emanating from their referral. ThisInstitutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 11
render formal and informal conflict resolution devices considered in the regulation of the sector key
to induce an efficient working of firms, consumers and regulators. In particular, those that can avoid
major disputes early on. For this reason, the analysis of conflict resolution devices is important not
only as a result of the reform but also during its implementation, as it determines the likelihood of
such reform being accepted by the majority of participants.
3. Structural Characteristics of the Electricity Sector
A simplified scheme of the structure of the electricity sector, as depicted in Figure 1, includes
main suppliers, consumption centers, and price mechanisms. In each segment of the market there are
key issues that play a significant role in the performance of the industry and that should be addressed
in the institutional design. 
The main components of the sector are the different types of generators (hydroelectric, gas-
based thermoelectric, and coal-based thermoelectric), the transmission network (displayed as a
sequence of dotted lines), and the different types of consumers (distribution companies and free
clients). In order to properly function, the system requires a dispatch coordination mechanism, that
sets the sequence of operation of the different units. Different prices must also be determined (free
prices, regulated prices, nodal prices, and marginal costs). Transmission requires determining tariffs
(tolls) and investment shares for network expansions. Finally, the framework should consider the
relationship of the firms in the sector with crucial inputs, such as water (in particular, water rights
and reserves management) and gas, and mechanisms to control and enhance the quality of the
service.
Although this scheme is quite general, Chile’s geographical situation configures a very
peculiar situation for the industry. Being a very long but narrow country located alongside of the
Andes mountains, it presents a quite heterogeneous climate. The northern half of the country mostly
comprises one of the driest desserts in the world (the Atacama dessert), with zero rain fall in most
areas. The south, on the contrary, is characterized by abundant rain and snow accumulation. The
weather is somewhat erratic and annual rainfall tends to have wide fluctuations. As discussed in Soto
and Saavedra (1998), this topography induces the following characteristics to the sector:Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 12
 First, the Andes mountains provide advantages to hydroelectric power generation in the
south where water dams are easier to build. On the contrary, thermoelectric generation is the only
alternative in the north. In addition, while thermoelectric supply is deterministic, hydroelectric
supply is random as it faces hydrological risks. Consequently, thermoelectric and hydroelectric
generation companies compete with very different operating costs and business risks throughout the
year. As production is allocated based on minima producing costs for the electricity system, profits
of these companies are very interdependent. In turn, conflict resolution mechanisms are required to
obtain a smooth management of the industry.
Second, the altitude of the Andes mountain range renders importing electricity from
Argentina economically unviable (despite its lower price), because the cost of building transmissionInstitutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 13
6This situation could change in the SING due to current integration efforts with northern Argentina.
7There are two other isolated systems in the extreme south of Chile. I do not include these in the analysis in view of their
small size (23MW and 88MW). Capacity in the SING is 1,200MW, while in the SIC is 4,100MW.
lines and transportation losses are too high.
6 Argentina has the advantage of abundant natural-gas
deposits which allows for lower prices in electricity. Natural gas, however, can be imported to Chile
because having alternative uses (heating, cooking, and industrial uses) it allows for scale economies.
Although the development of the industry is at its initial stages, it has become a crucial institutional
factor in changing the structure of the electricity industry.
Third, since the country is narrow, there is a generally accepted opinion that a unique high-
voltage transmission line is the only economically viable structure. Being a long country,
transportation losses are likely to be important in affecting the profitability of generators. To a large
extent, this feature shaped the reform process of the industry and the notion that transmission is a
“natural” monopoly has affected the efficiency, competitiveness, and development of the sector.
Fourth, population is heterogeneously allocated in the country. Density in the north is very
low (4 inhabitants per squared km as compared to a country average of 18) and their location is very
far from the center and south of the country (around 1,000 miles) where most of the population lives.
Since transmission losses are important, it is economically sound to have separate networks. The two
largest systems are the Grand North Integrated System (SING) and the Central Integrated System
(SIC).
7 Each system comprises their own generation plants, transmission lines, and distribution
networks. As technological progress lowers the cost of development and demand in each system
expands, there is a tendency towards connecting both systems (currently separated by 300 km)
which, in turn, has increased competition among current players for positioning. 
The electricity sector is also marked by large difference in investment and operating costs
between thermoelectric and hydroelectric generating plants (see Table 2). Hydroelectric power plants
present low operating costs and high investment costs over fairly long construction periods. On the
contrary, gas-fueled generation plants have higher operating costs, but lower investment costs.
Consequently, thermal power plants tend to operate during peak periods.Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 14
Table 2
Selected Investment and Operating Costs














Guacolda 1 Coal 150 - 20.3 
Nueva Renca Gas  370 175 12.1
Pangue Hydroelectric 450 360 3.3
Ralco Hydroelectric 570 500 2.5
Source: Charún and Morandé (1996).
Scale economies in generation have been mostly studied for thermal and coal-fueled power
plants, and only recently results have been generalized for hydroelectric generators. Del Sol and
Pérez (1995) conclude that there are economies of scale in generation, but they disappear over 3
G.W. With regards to the case of Chile, they state that, taken as a whole, the generating sector would
have moderate economies of scale or would be reaching a level where there are no economies or dis-
economies of scale. However, at plant levels scale economies are likely to be still very important.
An important issue is that economies of scale in generation are only achieved ex-ante; once the
investment is in place and the size of the plant determined, economies or dis-economies of scale
disappear.
Electricity transmission is also characterized by important scale economies. Due to
technological characteristics, only specific-tension lines are built (500 MV, 220 MV, 154 MV, 110
MV or 66 MV) with nonlinear efficiency increases. For example, a 220 KV line has the capacity to
transmit more than twice the power of a 110 KV line but is not significantly more expensive. As in
generation, economies of scale are achieved only ex-ante. In the Chilean case, transmission plays a
crucial role because hydroelectric generators -and some thermoelectric plants- are located far from
consumption centers. Interconnected systems not only make possible energy transportation but also
allow for lower operating costs (as excess supply in one node ban be used in other nodes whereInstitutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 15
energy is more expensive), and reduce investment costs, both by increasing supply security and
tightening network expansions.
Contrary to transmission, distribution is not characterized by scale economies derived from
technological features. Nevertheless, they tend to form geographic monopolies in their concession
areas and it could be argued that overlapping networks would be inefficient from an economic point
of view (Charún and Morandé, 1996). Consumption also presents distinct features in the Chilean
case. Urbanization levels are very high for developing-country standards (85% of the population
lives in the urban sector) and, in particular, residential consumption is mostly concentrated in
Santiago and surrounding areas where over 60% of the population lives. Commercial consumption
is also concentrated in Santiago, which is the main commercial and industrial complex. This
concentration of demand makes the Santiago distribution company (Chilectra) a very large local
monopoly and an important player in the industry. In all cities, local monopoly characteristics in
distribution call for regulation by the authorities.
Industrial consumption, on the other hand, presents the distinct feature that, in addition to
Santiago, Chile’s main exporting sector -mining- demands important amounts of power. Most mines
are located in the north in the Atacama dessert; consequently, the SING serves the largest share of
the mining sector. Nevertheless, the SIC also covers important mining operations which are located
in the center and south of the country. As discussed below, the main  electricity companies of the
SIC also operate in the SING and it is frequently the case that conflicts in one system actually refer
to issues belonging to the other system.
The demand in both the SING and SIC has been expanding quite rapidly in the last 10 years.
Between 1989 and 1996 installed capacity (power) expanded by 5.6% per year on average, while
energy consumption expanded at 7%. For the next decade, it is expected that demand will increase
between 7% and 8% per year in both systems.
A second issue that characterizes the electricity sector is the presence of contracts in a context
of important information asymmetries. Both before and after the reforms, though in a different
manner, distribution companies and major consumers had contracted a large share of the electricity
supply from generators at convened prices, setting long-term contracts for power and energy. For the
latter, selling in the spot market entails the risk of facing large price swings derived from seasonalityInstitutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 16
8A detailed account of the evolution of the sector can be found in Instituto de Ingenieros de Chile (1988).
(intra and inter day). However, since information tends to be limited and asymmetric between firms,
contracts are usually incomplete and prone to renegotiation. Likewise, regulation is complicated by
information asymmetries because the authority faces firms with an advantageous position, that limits
its ability to monitor and control non-competitive behavior.
In summary, the electricity sector is characterized by the presence of marked heterogeneity
in terms of production technologies, costs, market location, consumer types, and sources of growth.
This, coupled with the existence of large scale economies (in generation, transmission, and
distribution) and asymmetric information suggests that the analysis of the changes in the institutional
setup should be based on the specific characteristics of the sector as much as the quality of the
reform design and its implementation.
4. Development of the Chilean Electricity Sector and the Pre-Reform Structure
4.1 The Evolution of the Chilean Electricity Sector
The first experimental installation of public lighting started operations in Chile in 1883, when
a private company installed electric lights in Santiago’s central plaza and surrounding shops. By
1897, several firms had installed to provide electric power to mining operations (in Lota), public
lighting, and residential consumption (in Punta Arenas). Initially, most power plants operated in
isolation and used coal and other organic material to generate electricity.
Until 1929 the private sector expanded its coverage and service quality through domestic and
foreign investment in public utility companies and independent generation plants (see Table 3).
Direct intervention by the State remained minimal. With the growth in demand and technological
development, small individual private companies mushroomed throughout the country, gradually
expanding their operations and interconnecting their facilities. Independent generation was
progressively displaced
8. During the pre-Great Depression years capacity expanded at a very high
rate, but if faltered after 1929, being the electrification of railways the decisive driving force for the
sector.Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 17
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Table 3
Power Generation Capacity 1915-1995
Capacity (MW) Public Service (MW) Self-producers (MW)
1915 70 40 30
1925 215 100 115
1935 400 150 350
1945 520 250 270
1955 990 540 450
1965 1500 900 600
1975 2600 1800 800
1985 3967 3150 817
1998 6065 5667 398
When in the early 1930s the government started to intervene in the sector, three major
electricity companies had already consolidated. The Compañía Chilena de Electricidad (Chilectra),
founded in 1921 when small producers and distributors merged, controlled a significant part of the
market, including Santiago and Valparaíso, reaching around 100,000 customers by 1930. The
Compañía General de Electricidad (CGEI), on the other hand, concentrated in the center of the
country, performing as an integrated firm in generation, transmission and distribution. The Sociedad
Austral de Electricidad (Saesa), founded in 1926, bought and merged an important number of plants
and facilities in the south of the country to become a dominant integrated firm. These firms had, in
addition to electricity facilities, an important participation in industries with intensive use of
electricity, such as tramways and railways. It is estimated that in the mid 1930s, per-capita
consumption of electricity was slightly below that of France and only half of the German level, but
well above the other Latin American countries.
9 
By the beginning of the 1940s, however, there was some disenchantment with the evolution
of the sector as only 40% of the urban population had electricity and limitations in generation were
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investments in areas of rather low profitability, which were not attractive to the private sector. As
discussed below, low profitability derived mainly from the inadequate level of electricity prices
(tariffs) set by the government.
A major change was brought into the sector when Empresa Nacional de Electricidad S.A.
(Endesa) was created in 1944. This public corporation was designed to work as a vertically
integrated firm, in charge of major functions in generation, transmission, and distribution of electric
power. In addition, it was responsible for the implementation of a National Electrification Plan,
which would be approved by the government through Corfo (the State’s Investment Promoter
Corporation). The plan's main objectives were to satisfy the needs of isolated areas that required
local electric systems, execute a number of electric interconnections, and augment the generation and
transmission potential substantially by building large generating facilities and expanding the
transmission system.
Chilectra’s evolution was markedly different than that of Endesa but, to a large extent, it
reflects the evolution of most private firms. After an initial expansion in the late 1940s, abnormally
low electricity tariffs reduced profitability and investment halted. It was only in the early 1960s that
improved tariffs and government support allowed the company to engage in a large-scale investment
program. As of 1980, Chilectra had installed 550MW of capacity.
Profound political changes were initiated in 1970, leading investment and capacity expansion
to a halt. By that time, electrification had reached around 85% of the country. The State nationalized
Chilectra and held a majority share in 51 companies in the country, including Endesa. In addition,
most independent generation facilities devoted to serve mining operation also passed to government
hands after the mining sector was nationalized. Between 1970 and 1974, the depressed economic
situation of the country and sector mismanagement affected the profitability of the firms in the
sector, introducing clear deterrents to investment and the incorporation of new technology in the
industry.
Mismanagement is apparent when we consider the profitability of the two largest firms
(Endesa and Chilectra), as presented in Table 4. Despite the government’s effort to improve firms
conditions through tariff changes and increased credit at subsidized interest rates, operational
profitability was very low by 1970 and became negative in 1973. Firms were largely overstaffed.Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 19
Table 4
Profitability, capacity and employment in Endesa and Chilectra
Profitability* (%) Capacity (MW) Employment
Endesa Chilectra Endesa Chilectra Endesa Chilectra
1970 0.3 0.5 940 264 6512 -
1973 -4.3 -3.2 940 264 8460 4250
1979 2.4 2.6 1340 550 4270 4196
1983 6.4 4.6 1640 550 2705 3846
1986 4.9 4.4 1640 550 2833 3263
Note: (*) operational surplus as percentage of the book-value of assets.
Source: Devlin (1993), Charún and Morandé (1996).
4.2 Structure of the Regulation and Sector Policies before the Reform
The regulation of the sector evolved from an initial supervisory role regarding tariff levels
and quality standards to full nationalization of the three segments of the industry (generation,
transmission, and distribution). Until the early 1930s the role of the State remained largely passive
and, according to Instituto de Ingenieros (1988), the government lacked of sector policies. By 1971,
the stated had built, bought, or acquired through indirect means all major facilities in the country.
Table 5 presents a summary of the main regulatory changes.
In 1904, the authorities passed a rather limited law which allowed the President to grant
concessions, concede easements over public properties for the installation of electric networks,
define safety conditions, and establish specific periods for permits for overhead and underground
lines. But it was only in 1925 that the government enacted the first comprehensive electricity law,
which established criteria for tariff rates and regulated the granting of concessions, easements, and
water rights for the generation and transmission of electricity. 
The law established the first criterion for tariff setting on the basis of an assured return on
investment of 15% at book values. Capital was determined according to the replacement values of
facilities, revised every five years. In addition, the law provided an implicit mechanism for tariff
indexation as it allows for its determination in gold pesos. If profitability exceeded 15% in aInstitutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 20
consecutive period of three years, the Law provided mechanisms for negotiating and/or imposing
tariff reductions. It also considered the creation of a development fund, destined to further public
service companies.
Table 5
Regulation and Institutional Structure of the Electricity Sector before the Reforms
Year Regulation
1904 Law 1655.
C Allowed the President to grant electricity concessions, concede easements over public
properties for the installation of electric networks, define safety conditions, and establish
specific periods for permits for overhead and underground lines.
1925 Decree Law #252 (First General Electric Utilities Law)
C It established criteria for tariff rates and regulated the granting of concessions,
easements, and water rights for the generation and transmission of electricity.
C It created the Electricity Council, in charge of main policies, including the approval of
new private projects, setting tariffs, and conflict resolution.
C It created the Bureau of Electric Services in charge of monitoring compliance with the
law.
1931 DFL #244 (Second General Law of Electric Utilities)
 C It eliminated the Electricity Council and transferred its responsibilities to the Bureau of
Electric Services. 
C The Bureau was given the right to intervene in labor conflicts within the firms.
C It eliminated the indexation of electric tariffs and established that private firms could ask
for a revision of tariffs only if profitability was below 10% for a consecutive period of
three years.
1944 Creation of ENDESA
C The State assumes an active role as the main investor in generation and transmission. 
C Regulation and coordination were increasingly taken by ENDESA.
1959 DFL #4 (Third General Electricity Service Law)
C It created the Rate Commission, an agency responsible for setting electric. It was
integrated by representatives of the President, the electricity companies, and the public.
1966 Law #16,464
C It established that tariffs were subject to the approval of the Minister of the Economy.
1971 Nationalization of the electricity industry
Source: Instituto de Ingenieros (1988) and Blanlot (1993).Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 21
The 1925 law also created two supervisory entities. The Bureau of Electric Services, in
charge of monitoring compliance with the regulations, and the Electricity Council, in charge of the
sector main policies (including the approval of new private projects, setting tariffs, and conflict
resolution). The latter comprised the Minister of Public Works, the Director of the Bureau of Electric
Services, five representatives of electricity firms, three engineers with specialization in the field, four
university professors in electricity related chairs, two representatives of the Army, and one
representative of the State Telegraph company.
The Big Depression brought important changes to the regulation. In 1931, the government
enacted the second General Law of Electric Utilities which increased the role of the State and
weakened the position of the concessionaires, increasing political interference. The Electricity
Council was eliminated and its responsibilities were transferred to the Bureau of Electric Services.
The latter obtained the right to intervene in labor conflicts within the firms.
In addition, the new law eliminated the indexing of electric tariffs to inflation and established
that private firms could only ask for a revision of tariffs if profitability was below 10% for a
consecutive period of three years. The major problem of the tariff scheme was that profitability was
determined with regards to nominal capital in a context of increasing inflation, thus reducing real
profits. Problems deepened to the point that in the mid 1930s open conflict multiplied and tariffs
were directly negotiated between the government and representatives of the private firms.
Since the mid 1940s and with the creation of Endesa, the State started to assume an active
role in the sector as the main investor in generation and transmission activities. This change also
brought important changes to the institutional setup of the sector, as regulation and coordination
were mostly undertaken through the government’s electric holding. This change in the participation
of the State was largely influenced by two reports prepared by the Instituto de Ingenieros (1936 and
1939), in which they called for immediate action by the government to avoid the imminent collapse
of the sector. The reports made explicit that the private sector was unable to respond to the perceived
electricity shortage and that it was the State responsibility to develop an integrated plan to
accomplish a rapid electrification of the country. The 1936 proposal was more state oriented, in the
sense that it called for the “State to assume the responsibility in an exclusive and centralized manner,
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participation in this field” (Instituto de Ingenieros, 1988, page 61). Distribution, though, was
considered to remain in private hands. Regarding tariffs, the proposal considered that they should
nor reflect private costs but rather help develop the sector, adding that “they should not consider
interest on invested capital as long as the country remained underdeveloped” (Instituto de Ingenieros,
1988, page 61). The 1939 proposal was more moderate in its propositions, in particular regarding
the role of the State, for which it proposed only that “it would complement or replace insufficient
private sector initiatives”.
Despite the government’s efforts to develop the sector, private investment remained
depressed during the 1945-1960 period mostly due to the inadequate mechanisms of tariff setting.
Throughout the period and largely based on political grounds, the Government set relatively low
tariffs, thus reducing incentives to invest. Only in 1959 the government issued the third General
Electricity Law which maintained most of the regulations of previous laws, but created the Rate
Commission, an agency responsible for setting electric tariffs. An effort was made to guarantee
electric companies a reasonable level of profitability, and indexing mechanisms were established to
relate tariffs to changes in the CPI, the price of fuels, and salaries. The Rate Commission was
integrated by representatives of the President, the electricity companies, and the public.
In the 1970-74 period the situation of the electricity sector worsened markedly. Political
interference in the functioning of the sector led to severe financial problems and investment
disappeared. In 1970, the government nationalized the largest private distribution company serving
Santiago, Chilectra. In addition, it increased ownership in several companies to become the dominant
stockholder and obtained control of independent generators via the nationalization of several mining
operations; by 1973, the government controlled all major 51 firms of the sector.
Financial distress became acute when the government’s political criteria led to the de-facto
freezing of tariffs in 1971, using the simple expedient of rejecting tariff revisions. As the main thrust
of the electric industry was in public hands, the country entered a period of massive economic
mismanagement which deteriorated the profitability of the sector and halted investment. Large
operating deficits and de-capitalization of electric companies became widespread.Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 23
4.3 Characterization of the Pre-reform Situation
From the above description one should conclude that prior to the reform the evolution of the
sector was characterized primarily by a continuous process of increasing State control over all
aspects of the industry (production, transmission, and distribution), which ended by 1971 with the
almost complete control of the sector by state-owned enterprises. In addition, several functions of
regulation and monitoring were undertaken by the largest state monopoly (Endesa), while key prices
were determined on the basis of political rather than technical aspects.
In general, property rights were in the hands of the State, either in firms created by the
government under the umbrella of Endesa or nationalized during the early 1970s. In addition, the
State owned all property rights in related input markets -such as natural gas and water- and managed
them under independent, state monopolies, showing little interest in exploiting the external benefits
which would derive from complementarities in their operation.
Other forms of property, such as easements and public concessions (including as water rights)
were given to firms at zero cost as they had zero strategic value. As a result, in the eve of reforms,
electricity monopolies held a significant portion of unused water rights, while easements and
concessions had been required that largely exceeded the productive capacity of firms.
Increasing market concentration in production and transmission also shaped market
structures. Scale economies justified to some extent the initial integration of firms, but progressive
inefficiencies in management reduced the soundness of the strategy. In fact, the displacement of
private sector initiative led to low growth in investment and generation capacity, massive political
interference, and a tendency to set tariffs at levels that could not guarantee adequate profitability or
to let real tariffs erode by fixing nominal rates in a high-inflation context. In addition, the dominant
position of Endesa led to an excessive reliance on hydrological generation, with disregard to other
technologies (e.g., gas based power plants), increasing weather risks.
This market structure led to low-quality service, with access to electric power usually
rationed, long delays in interconnections, voltage flickering, and poor customer support.
Another important characteristic of the pre-reform situation was that regulation was mostly
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was in charge of the technical regulation of the sector, establishing operating norms and quality
standards of services. It was also in charge of the energy dispatch, monitored over the functioning
of the market, controlled the investment plan, and proposed changes to electricity tariffs. In terms
of Figure 1, Endesa controlled most of the seven key decision points in the performance of the sector.
As a result, and as is customary of state-dominated industries, open conflict was absent to
a significant degree for several reasons. First, disputes over management or resource allocation were
not important as the government would subsidize firm losses (soft budget-constraints). This led to
inefficient valuing of several components of the electric network (for example, transmission tolls
were set at a fixed level of 4% to 6% with disregard of actual costs. Second, lack of conflict was also
the result of allowing regulation to be designed and undertook by the same firms to which such
regulation applied (e.g., Endesa). In this case, it was unusual to observe strict regulations
implemented. Third, information asymmetries tended to be less severe in this monopolized,
integrated firms as information had little strategic value in the market. Fourth, transaction costs were
probably reduced as the integrated firm centralized the coordination of the activities of different
units. In particular, energy dispatch could be easily undertaken by Endesa which owned almost 85%
of generation and transmission capacities. Fifth, after years of bad quality service, customers
developed the habit of complaining to political authorities rather than to firms, and tended to
dissociate tariff changes from quality or service improvements.
Nevertheless, conflicts appeared in some areas such as tariff setting, staff management, and
investment plans. From an institutional point of view, there were no conflict resolution mechanisms
and disagreements quickly reached and were solved at the highest political levels. Politicization and
interference were apparent in tariff setting procedures; for example, the government refused to
change tariffs in 1972 and 1973 when annual inflation reached to 75% and 365% respectively.
Likewise, firms were clearly overstaffed, as shown in Table 4. 
The main issues that were present in the pre reform situation -and that should have been
considered in the reform process- are summarized in Table 6. Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 25
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5. Main Characteristics of the Reforms and Issues on Privatization
The structure of the industry and the economy changed markedly after 1973. Economic
policies switched from widespread State involvement in production and price controls toward a
private sector-led, market-based economy. Market intervention reduced to those policies emanating
from the principle of subsidiarity (that is, intervening only to correct market failures or to induce
wealth redistribution). 
Consequently, the government relinquished its role as a producer and distributor of electricity
and committed itself only to regulation and strategic planning activities, and to replace the private
sector whenever the latter was unable or not willing to participate. The general conception of the
reform was to fully decentralize those areas in which private sector competition could guarantee a
socially efficient performance and to implement regulated or surrogated competition in those
segments of the market in which scale economies would induce natural or local monopolies
(Bernstein, 1995). Generation was considered a supply industry of the wholesale type, where theInstitutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 26
conditions existed for decentralized, competitive development with growing private participation.
In the case of distribution and transmission, being public utilities was not regarded as a limiting
situation so that they had to remain in the State's hands. It was considered that a regulatory
framework designed to guarantee both universal coverage (a characteristic of public utilities) and
the profitability required by private enterprise would be sufficient to ensure efficiency.
The reform proceeded along four lines. First, measures were taken to improve the financial
situation of firms that have been deeply affected by tariff-freezes, poor management, and
overmanning. Second, the institutional setup was reformed to accommodate for the new role of the
State in the sector. This would entail changes in the operation of large firms, such as Endesa and
Chilectra, and the implementation of policies aimed at creating and consolidating regulatory and
planning entities. Third, considering the size and importance of the sector in the economy, the
privatization process itself would require a very elaborate plan to achieve a successful post-reform
scenario. Fourth, a new regulatory framework was designed and implemented.
5.1 Financial and Productive Restructuring
Since 1974, the Government adopted policies aimed at normalizing the financial situation
of firms in the sector and to reduce concentration and vertical integration. In addition to the
realignment of electricity tariffs to reflect marginal costs of production, companies were initially
required to sell all assets unrelated to the electricity business and, later, to sell any type of asset
considered dispensable. These policies had three important effects. First, during the initial stages of
reforms, they reduced conflicts in tariff adjustments and when enacting other changes in the
regulation of the sector. Second, they had a crucial signaling effect of the seriousness and viability
of the reform which, in turn, enhanced participation of investors during the privatization process.
Third, adequate and largely technical management of companies (which included company
restructuring) modified the traditional view of public enterprises as inefficient entities towards a
modern vision of firms providing a public service. This latter effect comprised changing habits both
on the consumer-firm relationship and within the firm. In the former case, firms became more
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instrument between firms and free consumers), while in the latter a culture of efficiency and
professionalism was progressively implemented.
5.2 Changes in Institutional Framework
The institutional setup was changed by implementing measures which affected both the
structure of ownership in the different segments of the industry and the goals of the regulatory
framework and responsible entities. Changes in ownership are largely related to the privatization
process described in section 5.3 while reforms to institutions are discussed below.
As discussed, the regulation of the sector by the late 1970s was largely Endesa's
responsibility. Since it was the largest firm and possessed the best technical capacity, it established
operating norms and quality standards of services. Being an integrated, dominant firm, monitoring
over the functioning of the market was easily undertaken as part of its own monitoring but also over
other firms. Two other key areas controlled by Endesa were the investment plan and the proposals
of changes to electricity tariffs.
Privatization, however, required important changes in the institutional setup of the market.
In particular, because state-owned enterprises were asked to be managed as if they were in private
hands. Consequently, in 1978, Endesa was removed from its role as the strategic planner and
regulator of the sector, although it retained for a while some regulatory capacities for operational
purposes(for example, it continued coordinating energy dispatch, a role that was later relocated to
another entity as described below). 
Two institutions were created to undertake Endesa´s regulatory roles. First, the National
Energy Commission (CNE), a decentralized advisory agency dealing mainly with technical activities
that had been in the hands of Endesa. Second, the Superintendency of Electricity and Fuels (SEC),
a supervisory agency for electric activities which monitors the compliance with the law and
regulations, controls the quality of service and safety of facilities, processes applications for
concessions, and prepares the information required to set tariff rates. 
The CNE was created as a government advisory agency on all matters related to energy,
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economic and technical norms, and calculation of tariffs and prices. The CNE was set up with an
Executive Council and an Executive Secretariat. The Council is headed by a representative of the
President of the Republic, and it is composed of a committee of six ministers. The Executive
Secretariat is in charge of the administration of the Commission, and the Council delegates
compliance with all the tasks for which the agency is responsible to the Secretariat.
In 1982, the government issued a law (D.F.L. N°1 of the Ministry of Mining), which
established general norms that were applicable to all the companies in the sector without regards to
their ownership. The law provided general rules to govern the production, transportation, and
distribution of electricity, the granting of concessions and easements, the setting of regulated prices,
quality and safety conditions of facilities, machinery and instruments, and relations of the companies
with the State and the private sector. This initiative opened up an opportunity for private companies
to enter the sector on equal legal ground with state-owned companies.
The main objective of the Law was to articulate a clear set of rules concerning the
functioning of the sector. It first established a set of rights and liabilities to concessionaires, both in
the transmission and distribution sector, but also for those hydroelectric companies which benefit
from water concessions. It also provided a number of measures aimed at deconcentrating and
decentralizing the functioning of firms, which effectively deregulated the sector.
In addition, it established the basic guidelines for the tariff setting mechanisms. It created,
as detailed below, segments of the market which would operate freely and determine prices by the
interaction of supply and demand and areas in which prices were to be determined by the authorities
according to pre-specified mechanisms that emulate a competitive market (surrogate competition).
In the latter, regulated prices for transmission and distribution were to be set so as to ensure
minimum and maximum levels of profitability.
In 1985, the CDEC -an acronym for Economic Load Dispatching Center- was created. The
CDEC is a coordination unit, responsible of dispatching energy from generation plants to distributors
on the basis of minimum marginal costs. In the short-run, the CDEC acts as a clearance house in the
energy market, while in the long run it is in charge of planning the operation of the combined
generation-transmission system. Its long-run duties also include defining the sector's policies and
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with a minimum generating capacity of 60 MW are allowed to participate in the Board of Directors.
Its one-year presidency term rotates among its members and decisions are mandatory. Divergences
(disagreements among members) are resolved by the Ministry of the Economy within 120 days of
issued.
In addition to the CDEC and the CNE, two other entities were considered to play an
important role in regulating activities in the electric industry: the Antitrust Commission and the
Ministry of the Economy. The Antitrust Commission, as its name suggests, is devoted to avoid non-
competitive behavior in all markets, including the electric sector. The commission has an
investigative branch (the Prosecutor's Office) and two independent commissions. The Preventive
Commission is a regional, first-instance judiciary body allowed to sanction non-competitive
practices. The national Resolution Commission is a second-instance court, also allowed to sanction
malpractice. The Supreme Court is the only instance of appeal for sanctions applied by the Antitrust
Commissions. The Ministry of the Economy, on the other hand, has the right to set tariffs (as
proposed by the CNE) and promote the efficient development of the generation, transmission and
distribution sub-sectors.
In December of 1989, the government liberalized the prices of services provided by
distribution companies to complement energy deliveries, such as connections, fuse changes, changes
in meters, renting of equipment, etc. Nevertheless, distribution companies retain the exclusivity in
providing such services.
The latest modification to the law was introduced on February 12, 1990, establishing the
price system for the transmission sector (Law #18.922). In order to obtain an operative version of
the price-setting scheme, the Law requires issuing a Statute, which would regulate aspects of the
regulatory framework which are ambiguous or prone to alternative interpretations, as well as
definitive elements to base tariff calculations. Although the respective statute was proposed in 1998,
it has not been enacted to date, causing problems in the interpretation of the Law and its provisions.
Industry analysts expect the statute to be enacted during 1999, as the CNE has already sent the
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10From a legal point of view, the authorities franchise distribution and transmission networks and could revoke this
mandate if service quality falls below a certain minimum level. In practice, firms operate as if they owned the monopoly
indefinitely and are likewise regulated.
5.3 The Privatization Process
In sectors with natural monopoly characteristics, private sector participation can be enacted
in three manners. First, privatize and not regulate at all. This option is preferred when hit-and-run
strategies are profitable to potential entrants, a condition known as “contestable markets” (Baumol,
Panzar, and Willig, 1982). This is not the case in the electricity sector, because investment projects
in these sectors have a long maturity period and, in general, no alternative use. Thus, investment
becomes an important sunk-cost which must be carried out by firms at the moment of entering the
market; in turn, this makes hit-and-run strategies unprofitable.
The second option is to allow one private firm to operate as a monopoly for a limited amount
of time (franchising). The government retains the right to auction the operation of the facility, set
prices, quality standards, required investments, etc., and write these requirements in a contract at the
moment of auctioning the service (Demsetz, 1968). This alternative is too costly, however, in the
case of electricity because of the presence of substantial non-verifiable investment, complete
contingent contracts are not feasible, and institutions -such as the auctioneer or the regulator- cannot
commit to avoid extracting ex-post rents.
The last option is to privatize and properly regulate the monopoly (Armstrong et al., 1994).
This is, perhaps, the best instrument to induce efficient production and resource allocation.
Efficiency in allocation is achieved when there exists enough competition in privatized markets.
However, one important problem with privatizing utilities is that the monopoly has an information
advantage over the regulator. In some cases, though, it is possible to induce competition by
dismembering the incumbent firm, prior to privatization, in several independent monopolies. Using
yardstick competition, the regulator can compare operating costs between firms and set regulated
prices (tariffs) in an efficient manner. This was the choice of the authorities when privatizing the
distribution segment of the electricity sector.
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The divestiture of the electricity firms was accomplished in three stages. First, the authorities
focused on the separation of the different productive stages (generation, transmission, and
distribution). This measure was not only consistent with the proposed market structure but also
necessary for a successful privatization program. Although the separation was not implemented in
a single step and proceeded gradually since the early 1980s (see table 7), there was a strong
commitment to achieve such structure prior to privatization.
Table 7
Main Institutional Changes During the Divestiture of the Electricity Sector
Institutional Change Measures Implemented
Separation of productive stages 1981 Endesa is separated into five independent distribution companies
(Emelat, Emecsa, Emelsa, Emeco and Emelat), three generating complexes
(Endesa, Pullinque, and Pilmaiquén), and three independent integrated
systems: Edelnor, Edelaysen, and Edelmag Two other distribution
subsidiaries of Endesa -Saesa and Frontel- are privatized.
1981 Chilectra is required to dismember into one generation company
(Chilgener) and two distribution companies (Chilquinta and Chilectra).
The Government allowed shares
of electricity companies to be
traded in the stock market.
1983  Regulation is passed stipulating that companies could payback in
shares the reimbursable financial contributions they were entitled to
request of clients. Shares started to be traded in the stock exchange,
privatizing about 10% of the distributors Chilectra Metropolitana and
Region V.
Privatization 1986-87 Three small hydroelectric generators that belonged to Chilgener
and two medium-size hydroelectric generators of Endesa are privatized.
1987 Distributors Chilectra Metropolitana and Chilectra Region V and the
generator Chilgener are completely privatized.
1988-89 Remaining small distribution subsidiaries of Endesa are
privatized.
1988-90 Endesa is privatized, including its transmission system.
1991-94, distributor Edelnor is privatized.
1996, the government auctioned 37% of the property of Colbún and
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The second stage was to change the regulation concerning the repayment of connection costs
(small transformers, access lines, etc.) to customers. By law, connection costs had to be payed by
customers but goods became firm property, thus requiring reimbursement. The law allowed
companies to repay these fees in shares, with a real interest rate of 10%. As a consequence, around
10% of property of distributors Chilectra Metropolitana and Region V was divested.
The third stage was the privatization of firms. Four privatization mechanisms were used: (a)
sale of small distribution and generation subsidiaries of Endesa through public bidding; (b)
privatization of large scale distribution and generation companies by auctioning blocks of shares in
the stock exchange; (c) sale of shares to the public in small quantities (through a mechanism called
"popular capitalism"), and (d) sale of stock to employees at preferential prices.
Stock offered in public biding was largely subscribed by institutional investors, which
resulted in the AFPs (pension funds) acquiring important participation in most firms. The "popular
capitalism" mechanism, on the other hand, consisted in selling to public employees a limited quota
of property at a specific price based on the value of the share on the stock exchange on a certain date.
The purchase could be financed with part of the employees' retirement funds. A limited number of
shares were also offered to the public at a similar price to that offered to public employees. The
purchase could be partially financed through a state loan using the shares as collateral.
Not all privatization processes proceeded smoothly. In the case of Colbún, for example, the
initial auction failed as bids were below the reservation price of the government. However, the
authorities later agreed to sell to the first bidder.
5.4 Post Reform Regulation
The reform presumed that two segments could operate competitively (generation and large-
size consumers, called free clients), while distribution and transmission would require supervision
and regulation. This presumption may have not reflected the existing situation at the times of issuing
the law, but it played an important role in signaling the market structure that should be achieved in
the long run. It also presumed that specific regulation for the sector and general antitrust legislation
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11The model considers the cost of a gas-fueled plant, according to a formula that includes the cost of investment in diesel
turbines and transmission lines; fixed operating and maintenance costs; capital recovery factors; a theoretical power
reserve margin of the electric system; and losses on the transmission line.
correct; regulation, however, is still incomplete and, from an institutional point of view, weaknesses
in regulatory agencies and loopholes in legislation reduce efficiency and create conflicts (see section
6).
Price setting mechanisms are clearly defined for the different segments of the industry. Final
consumers are separated in two types. Those with a demand for power below 2 MW are served by
distribution companies and face regulated prices, because it is assumed that their negotiating capacity
is limited with regards to the latter. Consumers above the 2MW limit are free to negotiate prices,
power, and energy directly with generators or distribution companies. Market conditions, and in
particular long-term contracts, determine the free price. The regulated price, on the other hand, is
determined by the regulator as a combination of the node price and a regulated margin, which
corresponds to the imputed value added of distribution (implicitly it assumes a form of surrogate
competition).
Since supply is stochastic and demand is rather predictable, there are an important number
of transactions among generators at different points in the transmission network (called nodes). The
CNE calculates the node price every six months for a reference point (Santiago) and adjusts this
value for different nodes using an estimate of physical losses during transmission. Node prices are
calculated by weighing medium-term marginal costs forecast for the next four years of operation.
Costs are obtained using an optimization model, which incorporates water supply restrictions and
a projection of demand for the next 10 years.
11
Market design assigned a prominent role to the free market with regards to the node price.
If the free market operates efficiently, the free price provides an easy and non-disputable reference
with which regulated prices can be determined. The law establishes that node prices should be
adjusted within a range of ±10% of the free price but, in the last 10 years, they have surpassed the
limit only twice.
The law, however, defined only the conceptual aspects of determining energy costs; in
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of power and energy to supply demand in the most important loading center of the system (Santiago).
In turn, this implies that producers located in different points in the system should bear all the costs
of transportation required to reach the consumption center. As discussed below, the reform did not
consider clear procedures for setting transmission tolls.
Distributors pay nodal prices to generators, unless they have signed a contract specifying
otherwise. Since the CDEC coordinates energy dispatch according to the lowest marginal costs,
production is in fact separated from whatever commercial commitments a generator company may
have. Consequently, the differences between commitments and production must be resolved in the
market through open market purchases and sales. Producers can set contracts among themselves to
fulfill their requirements of power and energy, when these exceed their capacities. Transfer prices
in this case are not subject to regulation. Remaining discrepancies are automatically solved by the
CDEC and these transfers are valued at the spot marginal cost. 
Regulated prices are revised every four years. The mechanism, consequently, requires the
government and firms in the industry to agree on a vector of inflation-adjusted prices to be charged
to consumers for a pre-specified number of years. Prices are established such that an efficient firm
obtains a targeted rate of return on assets. Since such an efficient firm does not exist, a simulation
model is used as benchmark. Both the regulator and the monopoly make their own estimation about
costs and confront them; if, after negotiation there remains some discrepancy, the final estimated cost
of the efficient firm is a weighted average of the estimates provided by the firm and the regulator.
In this case, opportunistic behavior clearly arises during renegotiation.
The calculation of the value-added in distribution includes the cost of investment,
maintenance and operation costs, average distribution losses in power and energy, and fixed costs
of administration and customer service for model companies. The criterion for calculating
investment costs is the replacement value of new facilities, at a discount rate of 10% per year, which
is the capital cost rate established by law. The costs of the model company are calculated by the CNE
and the distribution companies, through studies done by independent consultants. If there is
disagreement on the rate between distribution companies and the regulator, the final rate is
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are given a two-thirds weight). Basic tariffs are established every four years on the basis of this
weighted cost, so that projected profit margins should be between 6% and 14%.
The Law guarantees open access to the transmission network, as long as capacity allows it.
When capacity does not permit an additional user, investment in the network and their associated
costs should be established through negotiations established freely between the user and the owner
of the network. The potential user, therefore, has the choice of connecting with the network of the
transmission company and avoids making the necessary investments or, alternately, building the
necessary lines to satisfy its own requirements, connecting with the network at the points it deems
most suitable. An intermediate solution would be to build the lines it needs and connect with the
network only for the use of sections that have surplus capacity. 
The Law also establishes that the company that owns the facilities calculates the value of the
toll, the areas of influence, the new replacement value (NRV) and how it should be prorated among
firms. Nevertheless, the transmission company should make replacement values and operating costs
of all the sections of the system available to all members of the SIC. If the user does not agree with
the toll calculated by the company, it can recur to arbitration.
6. The Outcome of Reforms and Current Institutional Situation
Since the bulk of reforms were implemented during the late 1980s and early 1990s, they are
to a large extent consolidated. Most of the characteristics of the new institutional setup can be
identified with current information and are discussed below, but new issues are arising suggesting
that the regulatory framework will require important institutional changes in the future.
To a large extent, the success of the Chilean reform has been based on the originality of the
market design and the effectiveness of the regulatory framework. In terms of figure 1, the Law
provides a solution to most of the issues depicted as crucial for an adequate working of the industry
(definition of market segments; price-setting devices; production and consumption allocation;
service security and quality control; and system expansion mechanisms). It also harmonizes these
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Although the institutional and regulatory framework is not complete (as discussed in the
following sections), the basic institutional components that are adequately addressed in the reform
are:
C Clear separation and definition of market segments (generation, transmission, and
distribution) and, in particular, a clear delimitation of the responsibilities and rights of agents
in each segment.
C Undisputed privatization and concessioning of former state-owned facilities.
C Coordination of load dispatch -which is undertaken by a privately managed entity (the
CDEC)- that guarantees the instantaneous balance of supply and demand of energy on the
basis of technical efficiency. This solution also guarantees that the system works at all times
at the minimum marginal cost.
C Open access to transmission lines and distribution services is an essential feature when
dealing with natural monopolies and is considered necessary to guarantee the optimal
performance of the system. Consequently, mandatory easements must also be enacted.
C The law provides a clear mechanism through which prices are to be determined in each point
in the system. Node prices are calculated and used as reference points for decision making
and transactions, while the free price provides a reference of the alternative market value of
electricity.
C The market power of geographic monopolies in distribution is to a large extent limited by a
precise definition of incentives, responsibilities, and mechanisms to determine profitability
(value added). The Law provides a solution for the lack of effective yardstick competition
in distribution using a simulation model is used as benchmark. In principle and under
symmetric information, the mechanism should provide adequate incentives to firms to reduce
costs by forcing them to compete against the simulated optimal firm.
C The separation of consumers between residential and commercial users based on power
demand is also an important device to reduce transaction costs. If the authority represents
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12It has been argued that selling prices were below their actual value (Marcel, 1989), but the evidence is not compelling.
Nevertheless, even if prices were below actual values, the private sector would have probably not invested if the
regulatory and institutional framework were inappropriate.
that would otherwise be spent in a myriad of transactions between distribution companies
and customers. 
6.1 Property Structures
When considering the enthusiasm displayed by the private sector in purchasing electricity
firms, one should conclude that the divestiture program was largely successful. This response was
largely due to an adequate market design, but also it was the result of the firm commitment of the
authorities to sell firms that were in a sound financial and productive stance. Financial restructuring,
reduction in overmanning, and requiring firms to sell all unrelated interests were instrumental in
buying credibility regarding the reform process.
12 Likewise, the law provides clear conditions under
which private firms can ask for easements and concession, delimiting responsibilities and incentives
for an efficient performance.
Nevertheless, despite efforts to diversify property in the generation segment, as of 1997 there
were three holdings controlling 90% or more of each major electricity networks (SIC and SING). In
the SIC, Endesa and subsidiaries produce almost 60% of generation, while around 20% corresponds
to Chilgener and 12% to Colbún. In the SIC, Tocopilla controls 50% of supply while Edelnor holds
20%. Property structure is presented in Table 8.
In high-voltage transmission, the government privatized transmission lines as part of Endesa,
inducing vertical integration between one (dominant) generator and the natural monopoly. After the
privatization of Endesa, the government filed two consecutive lawsuits for anti-competitive behavior
(in 1992) and vertical integration (in 1996) against the company, mostly based on the inconvenience
of its complete control over transmission lines. Although after the first trial Endesa was required to
create a subsidiary transmission company, Transelec, there has been no diversification and conflicts
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13Preferential shares are created with the purpose of increasing incentives for efficient management (Grossman and Hart,
1986). An important limitattion to transparency was that Banco del Estado (the State Bank) lent money to former
managers and regulators to acquire shares at preferential rates using the same shares as collateral (Marcel, 1989).
of Endesa (Enersis) is also the main stockholder in Chilectra (75% of shares), the largest distribution
company.
Table 8
Participation of Firms in the Main Integrated Systems in 1997 
(% of total energy produced, transmitted or demanded)
Generation SIC SING
Endesa & subsidiaries 59.2 8.0







Transelec (Endesa) 100.0 0.0
Edelnor 0.0 100.0
Distribution
Chilectra (Santiago) 40.0 -
Chilquinta (Valparaíso) 20.0 -
Source: Saavedra and Soto(1998).
Independently of whether the market design of property structures was correct, the process
of privatization (in particular, of Endesa) remains as one of the main areas of controversy when
discussing the efficiency of reforms in the sector. It is claimed that the structure of ownership that
emerged from privatization, which is characterized by several classes of shares with different
decision power, led to the control of firms with small percentages of shares. In fact, Enersis
controlled Endesa during most of the 1990s with only 25% of shares.
13 After privatization, it is clear
that the government could have imposed tighter controls to ownership to avoid having Enersis
holding interests in distribution, transmission, and generation simultaneously.Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 39
Table 9
Institutional Arrangement in the Post Reform Situation
Property
Rights 
Market Structure Conflict Resolution Policy
Implementation
Capacities
Scale Economies Private property in all
segments of industry.
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Inability to issue the
Operational Statute  has
weakened the ability to
implement policies.
Strong government’s
stance with regards to
integration to gas markets
enhance competition
An additional issue regarding property reforms is the allocation of water property rights.
Water rights held by Endesa at the time of divestiture were transferred to the new owner. These
water rights largely exceeded Endesa’s requirements and those forecast in the investment plan; in
fact, Endesa holds water rights which, if generating plants were built, could have increased
production by 75% of the existing SIC capacity. After privatization, Endesa claimed another 79Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 40
14Water rights can be claimed by any individual or firms at no cost, except in the case of disputes, in which case the
Government could auction them. In addition, rights do not expire and there is no penalty for holding rights without
effective use. 
water rights out of some 280 claims filed by different electric and industrial companies.
14 Holding
this amount of water rights has been regarded as an entry deterrence strategy to block the access of
other producers. The extent at which these water rights can be effectively used as a barrier to entry
depends, as expected, on the availability of alternative sources for generating electricity. In this
sense, the arrival of natural gas from Argentina has certainly reduced the value of water rights as a
source of monopoly power in generation. Nevertheless, in 1996 the Antitrust Commission
recommended not to give additional water rights to Endesa to avoid “non-competitive behavior”.
6.2 Market Design and the Regulatory Framework
Despite that in general terms regulation is adequate, there remain important areas in which
the institutional framework should be improved. Reforms were initiated before completing the
regulatory framework. In particular, it was implemented without the required operational Statute,
which has been a major source of disputes and has weakened the capacity of the authorities to
implement policies. The Statute should have clarified concepts and procedures contained in the law
which are ambiguously defined and fill areas that were not initially regulated. 
As discussed in Saavedra and Soto (1998), implementing incompletely designed reforms in
sectors with substantial informational asymmetries is dangerous because, once acquired the firm, the
monopolist will be negatively affected with ex-post revisions of the regulatory framework. In such
case, the monopolist will invest in rent-seeking activities, capture, influences, etc. in order to impede
expropriations of its rights, even though those revisions could improve social welfare.
The most important limitation of current regulation is the lack of proper definition of
transmission tolls. The 1982 reform did not consider clear procedures for setting transmission
charges in two important areas: new investments required to expand the network when necessary and
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When capacity is limited and new transmission lines are necessary, the law presumes that
interested firms and the transmitter can negotiate an agreement to undertake the required
investments. To a large extent, the law does not consider the possible asymmetric bargaining power
of firms, in particular when the additional demand is not substantial. Large-size mining operations
have been able to deal efficiently with this problem by public auctions of their demand of energy:
in such case, the negotiation is actually carried away between generating companies and the
transmitter. As is usually the case, when a satisfactory offer is not possible, the generator offers to
build its own (dedicated) transmission line. This option, however, is limited only to customers with
a large demand.
The second area in which the negative role of ambiguities in the regulatory framework has
been pervasive is that of transmission tolls. The law defines only that tolls are to be determined as
prorates among users and should cover facilities “within the area of influence of a generating unit”.
What exactly constitutes the area of influence is highly ambiguous (see Saavedra and Soto, 1998).
Traditionally, Endesa charged a flat transmission fee between 5% and 8% of energy prices. Since
1990, and as contracts were to be renewed, conflict has been increasing, largely because Endesa -the
owner of high-voltage transmission lines- raised substantially its fees. Colbún’s case is representative
of the problem.
Colbún and Endesa (Transelec) had major disagreements on transmission tolls and
connection fees during the early 1990s. Since tolls are not easily determined, Colbún made annual
provisions for US$ 12 to 13 millions in the period. In early 1994, Transelec asked for annual
transmission fees of US$ 21 millions, despite the fact that up to that year it had charged fees between
US$16 to 18 millions per year. Colbún’s rejected this proposal on the grounds that it was arbitrary
and  monopolistic. In July 1994, Transelec reduced its claim to US$ 16 millions. Colbún, however,
was now unsure about the real costs of transporting its energy and hired a British consulting firm to
determine the cost. 
Fearing additional litigation costs, Colbún considered building its own transmission line to
Santiago at an estimated total cost of US$ 70 millions. This represented an annual cost of US$ 11.5,
almost US$ 4.5 millions less than the amount asked by Transelec for the same transportation service.
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15In addition, Enersis proposed Colbún to built just only one transmission line. In such a case, Colbún would have had
to hire the backup service from Transelec, whose fee is not regulated (only transmission tolls are considered in the law).
Hence, nothing ensured Colbún that Transelec would not use its monopoly power in the future.
independent line was an inefficient solution, not only from a social point of view, but also from the
strictly private perspective and offered a transmission fee of US$ 10.5 millions a year in June, 1995.
Colbún’s decision of building its own transmission line was interpreted as politically
motivated since its response could have been the result of the government´s attempts to curtail
Enersis political and economic power. Further analysis shows that, in spite of scale economies in
transporting electricity, Colbún’s annual costs of using its own lines are only US$ 1 million more
than under Transelec’s last proposal, but it would avoid litigation costs. Considering the history of
conflicts between Enersis’ firms and Colbún, it does not seem to be a high price for independence.
15
The third main criticism of the post-reform institutional setup is that Endesa’s integration
with the monopoly in high voltage transmission and its dominant role in generation and transmission
does not allow for fair competition in the sector. Vertical integration between Endesa and Transelec
is considered by the government as a the main potential deterrent to competition, even though open
access to transmission lines is guaranteed by law. This was the basis of the two large-scale lawsuits
initiated by the government. 
The first lawsuit, filed in 1990, was based on three elements: (a) that participation of Enersis
in generation (Endesa), transmission (Endesa) and distribution (Chilectra) hampered competition,
(b) a set of allegations by a minor firm (Pullinque) of malpractice from Endesa, and (c) the fact that
one representative of Enersis was elected CEO of Endesa. The only point of the accusation taken by
the Supreme Court was the election of an Enersis director as CEO of Endesa could affect negatively
the necessary transparency and allow for practices aiming at the competitive functioning of this
sector. Consequently, it sanctioned that the authorities ought to adopt the necessary measures to
enhance transparency in the electricity market.
The second major trial against Enersis for vertical integration was initiated in 1994 by the
Antitrust Commission. The accusation considered the following elements: (a) Market imperfections
characterize the electricity sector and vertical integration creates entry barriers to generation; (b)
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is destroyed, i.e., the independence of both activities; (c)Although regulation can set appropriate
transfer prices, in a vertical integration context discriminatory practices cannot be ruled out. This is
exacerbated when distribution is highly concentrated as it creates monopsony power; (d) Monopoly
characteristics in transmission makes it necessary that it be independent of generation; and (e) In
activities with market imperfections, vertical integration must be avoided to maintain competition
in other markets.
The sentence of this second trial favored Enersis, but the Antitrust Commission issued a set
of recommendations for improving the performance of the electricity sector. Among them, (a) that
the authority must issue the Statute of the sector and promote all necessary legal modifications in
order to solve the existent ambiguities with respect to the regulation of the use and determination of
tolls for transmission lines, (b) that in order to reduce the costs derived from information
asymmetries and lack of control over transmission activities, it was necessary that Transelec
transforms itself in the owner of the assets it managed and opens its property to the participation of
other interested firms, whether they are in generation or not.
There are, finally, a number of issues arising from ambiguities in the regulation, which make
opportunistic behavior profitable. One case of opportunistic behavior arose from the indetermination
of procedures to set prices in the Law. In November 1996 the CNE announced distribution tariffs,
applicable for the next four years, which were between 5.8 % and 6.4 % lower than prevailing
values. Three major distribution companies went to Court arguing that the new tariffs were arbitrary
and asked for tariffs to remain at prevailing levels until the matter was settled. The regulator realized
that these companies would to obtain important profits by delaying the tariff reduction due to the
absence of a law forcing firms to return to consumers any extra payments received in the case that
Courts determine that tariff changes were legal. Accordingly, the government passed a new law to
cover this loophole and enact it in December, 1996. However, extra earnings obtained in the
meantime were never returned to consumers and distribution companies obtained around US$7
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16In January 1998, the Statute was sent to the General Comptroller (Contraloría) to verify that its proposition adjusted
to legal requirements. Its text, however, remains secret.
6.3 Conflict Resolution Mechanisms.
As discussed, conflict resolution mechanisms are crucial to smooth the working of a sector
and, particularly, when implementing reforms. The reform in the electricity sector considered the
creation of several conflict resolution mechanisms, both at the private and public levels, that
adequately cover most of the problems derived from the standard operation of the system.
Public Sector Conflict Resolution Mechanisms
The reform considered a number of public institutions which through issuing regulations or
by monitoring the sector would reduce conflict (CNE, the Ministry of the Economy, the Antitrust
Commission, and at the highest level the Judiciary system). In general, there is some consensus that
their performances convey a sense of acting in isolation of interest groups and political parties, which
in turn implies that agents respect their decisions. Nevertheless, their lack of human and economic
resources has been a severe limitation for an efficient, on time intervention in the market.
In the case of the CNE, and despite its relative higher resource endowment, its performance
has been rather erratic. Although it has played an adequate role in tariff determination process and
when projecting the future evolution of the sector, its inability to issue the Regulatory Statute for
almost a decade created major distress in the sector.
16  As mentioned, transmission tolls and
investment charges which are among the main sources of problems in the sector should have been
addressed in such Statute.
The Antitrust Commission, on the other hand, has engaged in two well-publicized large-scale
lawsuits. But beyond these, its role has been quite limited. In the 1990-98 period, legal initiatives
have been very limited and most of them were of little economic impact. Saavedra and Soto (1998)
present evidence that only 16 demands with some economic importance have been initiated at the
Commission, most of which do not really bear any importance to the working of the electricity
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Despite the simplicity of these cases, trials tend to be quite long. On average, trials lasted around 12
months in the Preventive Commission and 20 months in the Resolution Commission, but since most
disputes go through both commissions, a final sentence may take around three years to obtain.
In addition to its limitations in terms of human capital and resources, the legal framework
in which the Commission operates induces severe inefficiencies as well as high litigation costs and
certain randomness in decisions. Legal limitations come from the rules under which the public sector
operates (constitutional and legal constraints) that inhibit to a large degree discretionary practices.
Private conflict resolution mechanisms
The reform considered that a number of technical disputes (comprising the determination of
the short-run marginal cost and the dispatch of energy among different producers) could be
appropriately channeled  through the energy dispatch unit, CDEC.  In the 1985-1996 period, disputes
in the CDEC were very limited but increased substantially in 1997 and 1998. The low level of
conflict and the speed at which disputes are usually solved reflect that the privately managed
dispatch center is an important incentive-harmonization component in the market design, despite
some shortcomings in its setup (e.g., it gives too much decision power to the dominant producer,
Endesa).
 Although the recent upward trend in disputes is somewhat alarming, it may also reflect the
natural evolution of the industry. First, as more operators enter the market (for example, through
changes in ownership) there are more areas of potential conflict. Second, divergences may have been
used as a negotiation tool in disputes in other areas not necessarily linked to the electric sector.
Third, the 1996-1997 hydrological year was characterized by a severe drought and, for the first time
in years, some rationing was considered (it was not enacted, though voltage was reduced by 5%). In
these conditions, the CDEC was operating close to the point of “technical failure”, a condition at
which generators could be heavily fined, thus exacerbating disputes.
A second conflict resolution mechanisms considered in the reform stemmed from recognizing
that there is a high cost of litigation and that the judiciary system presents a number of limitations
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legal disputes. Consequently, the Electricity Sector Law proposes a number of situations in which
parties should seek arbitration. In an important number of cases referees have played an important
role in solving disputes, and even proposing mechanisms to amend regulation loopholes (e.g.,
suggesting transmission tolls and investment prorates). This mechanism, however, is not sufficient
to resolve conflicts, however, because decisions made by referees are not definite and can be
appealed through to the judiciary system.
6.4 Exogenous institutional changes
An important institutional change was led by the arrival of natural-gas from Argentina. It
affected both thermal and hydroelectric generating companies because the investment cost of
producing electricity using gas-based thermoelectric plants is substantially lower than that
hydroelectric generation and compensates for their higher operating cost. 
When the government allowed the concessioning of the construction and operation of gas-
pipelines, both thermal and hydroelectric companies rushed into positioning in this new market.
Fearing horizontal integration, the government took a strong position on the subject, signaling its
dislike of the idea of integration among energy markets and that it would monitor very closely any
contract along these lines. 
During the 1992-1995 period, a “gas war” between two important conglomerates developed,
each back by one of the electricity giants (Endesa and Chilgener). Although there were technical
differences between both projects, largely the discussion centered around signing long-term contracts
to supply gas to combined-cycle thermoelectric facilities in an open-season bidding process.
As usual, competition of this sort produces an important amount of lobbying and pressures
towards the regulator for special treatment. Both holdings exercised pressure on the CNE in the press
and indirectly through politicians and ministers. Nevertheless, the CNE assumed a neutral role
regarding key issues and, in fact, moved quickly when changes in the market design were necessary.
Likewise, the Minister of Finance played a neutral role despite being one of the evaluators of
TransGas’ project long before becoming minister. The CNE, in addition, played an important role
in fostering transparency to the process, in particular by refusing to play any role in determining theInstitutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 47
17See Bowles (1988) for a survey.
outcome of the confrontation which could have been easily done using its power through generator
Colbún (state-owned at the time). Instead, it let technical considerations be the major force behind
contractual arrangements. Third, the authorities played a clever role in controlling lobby within the
government by contracting an independent private firm to provide with technical support during the
process. That inhibited lobbying from distinguished ministers which had previously worked in
Endesa or Chilgener and maintain the discussion within the limits of technical competence and
market decisions.
7. Conclusions
The success of the Chilean reform is largely the result of an institutional and technical reform
which, in broad lines, was well conceived and implemented. To explore these hypotheses, the
analytical framework used in this paper defines institutions as the formal and informal, dynamic set
of rules which govern or at least influence the behavior of participants of the society as they interact
in economic activities. The analysis of the internal logic of rules, however, is not limited to economic
rationality because there is evidence that in a number of cases individual responses to institutional
changes differ markedly from collective behavior and the standard economic calculus becomes a
very narrow perspective.
17 Framing and other situation construal effects may have an important
impact on the perception and decision making process of agents. Likewise, intrinsic and extrinsic
motivations affect agents’ behavior, the likelihood of success of reforms or its final outcome.
To study the institutional aspects of the reform, a subset of elements that characterize the
industrial organization and microeconomic response of agents was selected. We focus on four key
areas that the reform should consider: Property Rights, Market Structure, Conflict Resolution
Mechanisms, and Policy Implementation Capabilities. Within these areas we explore the role played
by several structural elements in determining the pre-reform situation, characterizing the ideal post-
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provides an extensive repertoire on the positive and negative effects of scale economies, transaction
costs, information asymmetries, and externalities over the behavior of agents and sectors.
The reform implemented during the 1980s has a solid technical foundation and has performed
satisfactorily in most segments of the market. The privatization process, despite some shortcomings,
was capable of attracting the private sector to participate actively in bids and auctions. Regulation
presents features to ensure monitoring and control, guarantees access to information, and provide
an harmonic interaction between private agents and with regulators. Among these features we note
the clear separation of the different stages of production, clear regulatory principles in each stage,
conflict resolution mechanisms properly designed, lack of political interference, and a privatization
process in which firms presented a sound financial stance. 
The reform created a framework that can effectively handle the particular characteristics of
the industry. The three most important features of the sector are the existence of scale economies in
segments of production, transmission, and distribution (which induce monopoly power), the need
for efficient coordination to equate supply and demand in every instant (since electricity cannot be
stored), and the need to provide an efficient price (incentive) mechanism in a context in which
production and consumption exhibit marked variability due to weather conditions and seasonality.
Prior to the implementation of the main reforms, the government undertook the financial
restructuring of firms, reducing overmanning, and requiring firms to sell all unrelated interests were
instrumental in buying credibility regarding the reform process. This provided an adequate stepping
stone for privatization and signaled a strong commitment to let the private sector operate the
industry.
The institutional setup includes several mechanisms and institutions that smooth the working
of the industry. In particular, it considers entities designed to coordinate daily operations in an
efficient manner and guarantee the quality of service. In addition, conflict detection and resolution
mechanisms are included in the market design at several layers, both at the private and public levels,
that adequately cover most of the problems derived from the standard operation of the system. In
turn, these elements reduce opportunistic behavior and rent-seeking, thus providing an efficient
response of agents and limiting disputes and conflicts.Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 49
Finally, the government and the institutions governing the sector have played a crucial sector
in providing signals to firms that it will not tolerate opportunistic behavior arising form regulation
imperfections. Although it could be claimed that the interventions have not been always well
designed or effective, it has sent a clear signal to the market that misbehavior would no go
unpunished, thus curtailing incentives to deviate from norms.
Problems concentrate in those areas in which regulation is incomplete, information
asymmetry is high, and institutions are less able to control private sector activities. The Chilean
regulation in specific areas is incomplete and imperfect. Some of its shortcomings arise from the
existence of conglomerates (vertical integration), the lack of definition of certain areas in regulation
(transmission tolls and investment cost-sharing), and the strategic behavior of agents which face
institutional weaknesses.Institutional Reforms in the Electricity Sector 50
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